
EqualVoice-Factor - Gender Equality @Ringier
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Women

The

Teaser-Score
evaluates the representation of women in 

images, headlines and leads 

Body-Score
analyses the article texts in terms of the male and 

female voices included

EqualVoice-Factor
indicates the coverage of men and women on all websites and 
articles of Ringier and Ringier Axel Springer Switzerland.
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EqualVoice - Factor

• Sherlock, the Ringier data tool, analyses for all websites the number of articles on women and men, and the 
number of articles on the subject

• Amazon Rekognition automatically detects and analyses the people depicted on the websites

• A regularly examination of the algorithm’s accuracy and the quality of the collected data to ensure the continually 
acquirement of new knowledge for the artificial intelligence
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Example 1: Blick Article 1|3

API Response

Image

Title

Lead

Body

Men 0

Women 1

Men 0

Women 1

Men 0

Women 1

Men 0

Women 1

Elements
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Example 1: Blick Article 2|3

Men false

Women true

Elements
Image, Headline, Lead

The Ringier data tool, Sherlock, analyses the 
headline and article lead and identifies, if the article 
reports on women, men or a neutral subject. 
Additionally, the Amazon Rekognition tool analyses 
the corresponding image. 
The Teaser-Score identifies how visible women are on 
the webpages. 

Equalvoice-Factor
Teaser-Score
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Example 1: Blick Article 3|3

Men false

Women true

Elements
Body

Equalvoice-Factor
Body-Score

Sherlock analyses the article body and identifies the
female proportion of speech in all publications. This 
results in the EqualVoice Body-Score.
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Example 2: Handelszeitung Article 1|2

Men false

Women false

Elements
Image, Headline, Lead

Equalvoice-Factor
Teaser-Score

If Sherlock and Amazon Rekognition identify the
teaser elements as an article on the subject, the
article is classified as neutral in the EqualVoice
Teaser-Score.
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Example 2: Handelszeitung Article 2|2

Men false

Women false

Elements
Body

Equalvoice-Factor
Body-Score

Similar, if the body of an article is on the subject, the
article accounts for the neutral Body-Score.
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Journalists’ Dashboard

EqualVoice Teaser-Score:
The EqualVoice Teaser-Score of 
the current month in comparison 
to the score of the previous month

EqualVoice Body-Score:
The EqualVoice Body-Score of the
current month in comparison to
the score of the previous month

The EqualVoice-factor, analysed with Sherlock and Amazon Rekognition, is represented on the first page of the
daily dashboards of all Ringier and RASCH journalists. The daily dashboards show the current level of both
EqualVoice scores.
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Importance of the EqualVoice-Factor

• The access to objective data on the coverage of women and men in the media will help Ringier to analyse its 
efforts on gender equality. We no longer need to rely on subjective perception of equality and inequality.

• The EqualVoice-factor provides the editorial offices with a database for the development and implementation of 
measures.

• The daily representation of the EqualVoice-factor on the journalists’ dashboards supports the editorial teams in 
positioning women and men in their publications.

• Ringier shares the evaluations and key indicators of the EqualVoice-factor with its employees on a regular basis 
and will publish them in the annual report 2020 of Ringier AG.


